1. Instant Game Number: 588
2. Game Name: CASINO ROYALE
3. Retail Sales Price: $2
4. Overall Odds: 1:3.33
5. Play Style: Multiple Games
6. Pack Size: 150 TICKETS
7. Prize Symbols and Captions:

GAME 1 - LEGENDS

PRIZE

GAME 1 - PLAY SYMBOLS

GAME 1 - PRIZE SYMBOLS

$2 THIROL $3 THIROL $4 FORDOL $5 FVODOL $6 SXODOL

$10 THIROL $25 THIROL $100 FIFTH INTRO $1,000 $15,000

GAME 2 – LEGENDS

ROLL 1 ROLL 2 ROLL 3

GAME 2 – PLAY SYMBOLS

GAME 2 – PRIZE SYMBOLS

$2 THIROL $3 THIROL $4 FORDOL $5 FVODOL $6 SXODOL

$10 THIROL $25 THIROL $100 FIFTH INTRO $1,000 $15,000

GAME 3 – LEGENDS

GAME 3 – DEALER’S CARDS

K Q J 10 Q J 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
GAME 3 – YOUR CARDS

AKQJ109876543

GAME 3 – PRIZE SYMBOLS

$2 Thudol $3 Thudol $4 Fordol $5 Fivdol $6 Sxudol
$10 Tenudol $25 Twyfiv $100 Onenmu $1000 Onetho $15000 Fiftwtho

8. Prize Levels: $2, $3, $4, $5, $6, $10, $25, $100, $1,000 and $15,000
9. Retailer Paid Prizes: $2, $3, $4, $5, $6, $10, $25 and $100
10. U.P.C. CODE: 8 83394 00588 8

11. Prize Drawings (if any): None
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